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"The Shock Wealth Systemâ„¢ by Philippe Matthews is a must read for anyone wanting to achieve true success, wealth
and happiness or have reached a plateau in life and.

Philippe is best known as the host of the Philippe Matthews Radio, TV and Blog Show, which has over ,
collective listeners, viewers and readers worldwide! Philippe Meets Robert T. Penelope Tzougros and Paul C.
Johnnie Colemon, and Wayne Dyer. Denis Waitley , Bob Proctor , Dr. Demartini and Chad Stewart, Dr.
Louanne Brizendine, John Bradshaw. Beauty and style experts such as Suzanne Somers and supermodel
Beverly Johnson. By the time Philippe was 10 years old, his mother was told by doctors that she only had
three to four months to live. Philippe dropped out of school to take care of his ailing mother while his older
sister worked to support the family. The church was Christ Universal Temple , headed by the Reverend Doctor
Johnnie Colemon and Philippe mother lived another four years versus four months! One night while taking a
shower, Philippe heard his sister screaming. He rushed out only to find his mother gasping for air. As he held
her in his arms praying, she took her last breath and made her transition. Devastated, Philippe called his sister
and told her the news and his long journey of self discovery began. Despite the dire and stressful
circumstances of his life, Philippe made good on the promises he made to his mother and did not allow
himself to fall prey to the pitfalls of the environment that ensnared so many of his peers. Instead, he forged
ahead through life constructively, striving to achieve success in whichever milieu he found himself. From his
introduction to the workplace a cook for KFC, Philippe enrolled in cosmetology school and soon went on to
become a hair and makeup technician in the entertainment industry, which led him to the editorial sector of
beauty industry publishing, which allowed him to become the first Beauty Editor for Upscale Magazine out of
Atlanta, Georgia. Despite his success as a beauty industry writer, Philippe felt another calling and it was at this
critical juncture that he shifted from motivating people about their appearance to motivating them period.
After taking this pivotal step, Philippe has not looked backâ€”rather, he has grown and flourished as a
multi-media motivational force. Philippe launched a successful speaking career, traveling worldwide with his
message of how to train the brain; eradicate the mental mindset and effects of generational poverty by
initiating proactive personal and professional empowerment. The show originally premiered in local
syndication in Chicago, January on CAN-TV 19 before the existence of YouTube in and ran for three years
with a base audience of over 1 million viewers before launching on the internet in Since then he has been a
mover and shaker in the areas of self-publishing, multimedia marketing, internet marketing and social media
marketing. A Mindset for Massive Manifestation. Demartini , Robert G. Allen and countless more. Philippe
Matthews has traveled the road of adversity, only to arrive at personal, professional and spiritual prosperity. It
is the fruits of these very experiences that he shares with children and young adults across America and the
world through the HOWmovement. Honored by Mayor Richard M.
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The Shock Wealth System by Philippe SHOCK Mattews cleverly draws in, educates, connects or relates with the
audience emotionally, supports and ends with a fabulous "Call To Action.".

Here we have a situation where there is so much else to concern us it is barely a footnote. Michael Stipe,
meanwhile, asks: She obviously hopes that is not the case, pointing to the parts of the book in which she
criticises Hillary Clinton and Obama and even Bernie Sanders for failing to connect effectively enough to the
lives of the left-behind. Her overriding anxiety is that while the liberal left wrings its hands over the ways that
the US election was lost, and gets embroiled in Russian conspiracy theories, not enough attention is being paid
to the conspiracy happening in plain sight: Is your social security safe? Is your healthcare safe? Are your
wages going to be driven down? It is more Le Pen equals David Duke Naomi Klein Klein has not been
surprised how, at a time of economic downturn and mass migration, nationalism has once again proved such a
potent force in successive elections in the west. She makes the argument that the only thing that can rival those
forces of white nationalism and xenophobia is a justice-based economic populism on the left. Klein believes
the jury is out on that question. I think the issue is what happens if Macron governs with the kind of austerity
that has fuelled these forces, and his shine wears off? What happens the next time around? If David Duke got
the percentage of the vote that Le Pen got, we would be terrified, as well we should be. Especially given the
fact that he is kind of the exact opposite of a charismatic politician. She experienced a version of that cycle in
her own growing up. She was in many ways born to protest, the third Klein generation of principled
resistance. It began with her paternal grandparents, Anne and Philip, who met as communists in Newark, New
Jersey, in the s. Philip was an animator for Walt Disney. He organised a strike at the studios during the making
of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs and was fired as a result. He went to work in a shipyard, before he and
his wife became part of the nascent green movement, living at the Nature Friends retreat in Paterson, New
Jersey, tending their vegetables, listening to Pete Seeger and Woody Guthrie. Her father worked as a
paediatrician in public hospitals. Her mother, Bonnie, a film-maker, helped to create the feminist film
collective Studio D and made documentaries about Greenham Common and a polemical film against
pornography. She credits two particular catastrophic events in changing her mind. First, aged 46, her mother
suffered a brain tumour and a series of strokes that left her quadriplegic. Klein helped to nurse her for six
months and was inspired by the fortitude and spirit her mother showed in her partial rehabilitation, and the
strength she discovered in herself. Part of it is based in movement building but it also involves running people
for office at every level. She is doing a series of inevitably sold-out events across the US to support the book,
though she says: The ideas are an extension of the theme of her last book, This Changes Everything , which
argued that a new progressive politics had to be built around a radical and sustainable green tech revolution,
and an outright rejection of fossil fuels. The proactive message is at least as important as her deconstruction of
Trump, she hopes. Anger and rejection of the status quo will never sustain people on its own. To overturn that
there has to be a boldness and a recapturing of the utopian imagination.
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Ours is an age when it is impossible to pry one crisis apart from all the others. They have all merged,
reinforcing and deepening each other like one shambling, multi-headed beast. The current US president can be
thought of in much the same way. You know that horrible thing currently clogging up the London sewers, the
fatberg? Trump is the political equivalent of that. A merger of all that is noxious in the culture, economy and
body politic, all kind of glommed together in a self-adhesive mass. But moments of crisis do not have to go
the Shock Doctrine route: They can be moments when we find our best selves. When the people responsible
were missing in action, the community came together , held one another in their care, organised donations and
advocated for the living â€” and for the dead. And they are doing it still, more than days after the fire â€” with,
scandalously, only a handful of survivors rehoused. Think of the victories won by working people for social
housing in the wake of the first world war , or for the NHS after the horrors of the second world war. This
should remind us that moments of great crisis and peril do not need to knock us backwards: But these
transformative victories are never won by simply resisting, or saying no to the latest outrage. To win in a
moment of true crisis, we also need a bold and forward-looking yes: And that plan needs to be convincing,
credible and, most of all, captivating. We have to help a weary and wary public to imagine itself into that
better world. One that speaks the language of decency and fairness, that names the true forces most
responsible for this mess, no matter how powerful. And one that is unafraid of some of the ideas we were told
were gone for good, such as wealth redistribution, and nationalising essential public services. It fires up the
base, and it activates constituencies that long ago stopped voting altogether. The last election also showed us
something else: But the relationship between Labour and Momentum shows it is possible to combine the best
of both worlds and create a force both stronger and more nimble than anything that parties or movements can
pull off on their own. What happened here in Britain is part of a global phenomenon. These electoral
campaigns caught fire with stunning speed. And they got close to taking power â€” closer than any other
genuinely transformative political programme has in Europe or North America in my lifetime. But not close
enough. So in this time between elections, we need to think about how to make absolutely sure that, next time,
all of our movements go all the way.
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I am a staunch believer in and proponent of the idea that prosperity is our birthright. Webster defines a
mindset as 1 a mental attitude or inclination or 2 a fixed state of mind. I define a mindset as something that
shifts your current way of thinking; a paradigm; a new perception. When I was exposed to Bob Proctor for
those three days, it altered my state of mind and permanently changed my mindset. Ponder these shocking
thoughtsâ€¦ 1. You are already rich. You just forgot and nobody told you! Financial struggle and poverty are
addictions. According to Karen McCall, founder of the Financial Recovery Institute, Under-earning is a
financial disorder, a money-related emotional problem right up there with compulsive spending and chronic
debiting. There is always more, and you should not settle for less or allow someone to dictate how much you
are worth. This is not from a standpoint of greed but simply from the law of conservationâ€”there is always
another level in evolution. Money does grow on trees! Who makes the trees? God, Allah, Nature makes the
trees. Does your job make the money? Do you make the money? Does the government make the money? No,
God makes the money! What we need to understand is the nature of money and how to attract into our lives
what already exists. Once we understand the nature of money, we will then understand how to make it, have it,
attract more of it and keep it! Deepak Chopra says we are cells in a unified field of energy and that everything
is energy in expression, including our thoughts and words. In my interview with Dr. Chopra, he told me this:
Chopra believes that wealth, money and financial freedom are built from understanding the natural, scientific
laws of the universe. Money is merely energy in another form of expression. Money is made from trees, trees
are made from nature, and nature is pure energy. When you get in touch with this intelligence you recognize it
as the inner intelligence within you, but it also represents and mirrors the wisdom of the universe. In other
words, when you get in touch with the deepest core of your being, you get in touch with a universal
intelligence that is the field of pure potentiality where everything comes from including trees, stars, galaxies,
rainforests, bodies and thoughts. By contacting this intelligence and getting in touch with it you can fulfill all
of your desires whether they are material desires, emotional, psychological or ultimately spiritual desires. God
knows where the gold is. Creation has already been created You cannot create anything new. You cannot
out-create the Creator. The smartest scientist cannot create an original element like fire, wind, metal, wood.
They can only change its form and harness its energy to co-create that which already exists so that it can better
serve mankind based upon our current level of consciousness. That means you have to decide what you want
to co-create and what you feel deserving of having. Once you realize that you are a co-creator with your
Creator, you can then extract from the universe that which has already been created; it is waiting for the arrival
of your mindset or consciousness so that it can begin to take form. This is why they say you must have faith in
the unseen. Yet there is no unseen. When you begin to realize that you can co-create whatever level of wealth
you desire because it has already been created, you begin to feel a part of the universe and not separate from
the universe. You no longer feel disconnected from your higher Self. You and your Creator are one. You
become one with the Universe and realize that DNA is what you are, but deity is who you are!
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Alvin Toffler, the noted futurist, passed away last week. Toffler saw it all before it happened. He saw that
knowledge would replace labor and capital as the key driver of wealth creation and called this new era The
Information Age. In short, he got the big picture right. I interviewed him then about his last book,
Revolutionary Wealth , written with his wife and muse Heidi. First, knowledge is now the key driver of wealth
creation, and, second, the radical fusion of production and consumption will lead to the explosion of the
"non-money" economy. Conventional economics is about scarcity. But knowledge is essentially inexhaustible.
But we can both use the same knowledge at the same time â€” and not deplete it. In fact, the more people use
knowledge together, the more new knowledge they tend to create. It can be compressed into symbols and
abstractions. It tends to leak and is hard to protect. Intangible factors have always been entwined with tangible
assets. These intangibles are like the protective skin around an orange. Today, companies like Google are all
orange peel. They have no tangible core. Yet they are worth billions! In advanced economies the tangible
property base of capitalism is being outpaced by the intangibles. Just consider the dramatic development of the
"outside brain" -- data banks, connectivity, word searches, genetic mapping or the World Wide Web -- that
radically expands our capacity and possibilities in almost every realm. And the knowledge at our disposal will
only continue to grow. Everything a person remembers in a year lifespan can be stored digitally on a
6-gigabyte chip. And today we have gigabytes in a personal computer! At the same time, it is becoming harder
and harder to protect many intangible assets â€” harder, for example, to enforce intellectual property rights.
When we work at a job, when we buy and sell, when we invest, when we use our credit or debit cards, we are
operating inside the money economy. We care for our elders. We fix a leaky faucet. We help a friend paint the
living room. We clean up our house. We jump-start the car battery. The do-it-yourself activities might be
called "prosuming," because we are both the producer and consumer. We sometimes pay people to do many of
these things for us. If, however, we choose to do these things ourselves, or if poverty requires us to do so, our
efforts would not be added to GDP and would not be counted as having added any value to the economy â€” i.
The non-money economy may well create as much value as the money economy because a myriad of unpaid
activities feed "free lunch" into the money economy. In effect, they subsidize it. Here is a product initially
produced by Linus Torvalds without pay, almost as a hobby, which then attracted large numbers of unpaid
programmers to adapt, adjust and expand it, encouraging still others to volunteer time producing other kinds of
software. This prosumer activity in the non-money economy has transformed the way software products in the
money economy are produced. Prosuming has been with us a long time. More and more companies in the
money economy are externalizing labor by requiring customers to perform tasks previously done for them by
employees. We use ATMs and punch in the data ourselves â€” and tellers get laid off. Today we perform those
functions ourselves in the palms of our hands. We take our own diabetes readings. We produce our own digital
movies and music CDs. All this is just the beginning. We are going to see an explosion of unpaid work. Soon
there will be 1 billion people over They will be using new technologies, from self-diagnosis to toilet
urinalysis, to do for themselves what doctors used to do. All this will make the prosumers far more important.
We call this externalization of labor the "third job. Your second job is taking care of yourself, your kids, your
parents or your home, cleaning up or doing the dishes. The third job is the work being "outsourced" by the
producer not to India or the Philippines, but to you, the consumer, from the friendly companies all around you.
I go to my computer, punch in the tracking number and trace the package myself. The same is true when we
use an ATM machine. We do what the teller used to do. Clearly, this adds to our daily stress and is yet another
reason we always seem to have less and less disposable time. And just by making transactions in cyberspace,
we are providing valuable personal information that marketing companies used to have to find out through
research and had to pay for. Every time you do a Google search, it is tracked and noted so that advertisers can
match their product to your interests for future marketing. Absolutely, this is another aspect of the "third job.
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Some consumer advocates are already starting to demand payment for the sale and use of their personal
information, whether revealed by their purchases at the supermarket or a visit to a website. In two key ways.
First, we are leaving behind the impersonal, collective time of standardized mass industrial society where
everyone works from 9 to 5, going to the job and coming home at the same time. That time is homogenous.
Now we are seeing the advent of personalized, irregular time. New technology reduces the costs of variety that
would have undermined mass assembly. It enables niche production and thereby customization and
diversification in how we schedule our daily lives, both at work and at play. Second, when you accelerate
changes in technology and society, by definition you accelerate the rate at which knowledge becomes
obsolete. This acceleration can transform current knowledge into what we call "obsoledge" â€” outdated
information â€” overnight. Time and the rapid decay of knowledge are very much related in an information
society. In the past, both truths and untruths endured for centuries, if not millennia, without challenge. Now,
much of our decision-making is based on facts that could change tomorrow or are already obsolete. They are
out of sync. One of the biggest clashes is with standardized education, which was originally designed to turn
the children of farmers into industrial workers comfortable with the requirements and rhythms of a mass
society. Education is among the slowest institutions to adapt to the new wealth system. If you were a cop at
the side of the road monitoring the speed of the cars going by, you would clock the car of business, which is
always changing rapidly under competitive pressures, at miles per hour. But the car of education, which is
supposedly preparing our young for the future, is only going 10 mph. You cannot have a successful economy
with that degree of de-synchronization. There is not only institutional inertia, but active political opposition to
this new regime of speed, flexibility and diversity. But for Europe, this is only a symptom of a larger problem.
Europeans have very slow-moving institutions and societies. And they are proud of that fact. That is fine, but
there will be a price. The large states â€” France, Germany, Italy â€” are falling into relative decline behind
quick-paced Americans and Asians who are thrust into the future not only by business competition, but also by
the lure of the new opportunities created by the knowledge economy. It is the small statesâ€” Finland or
Ireland, for example â€” that are in sync with the revolution now under way. This ever-larger capacity enables
ever-faster speed for computer calculations. What is the impetus behind this quest for speed that drives the
information revolution? Why is it better to embrace this path than, say, the slow food movement in Italy?
Second, the allure of diversification within your own life. The faster you can do things, the more diverse
things you can do. In mass society, large parts of life are repetitious. Revolutionary wealth brings with it
diversity and a wide range of potentials for the individual. All religions emphasize equilibrium, pace, patience,
withdrawal and meditation. Well, there is certainly a clash with 12th century Islamists. But the rules of most
religions were laid down in times when the spatial reach of experience was small â€” people traveled on
average just 15 miles from their village during their lifetimes â€” and the pace of social, economic and
technological change was imperceptibly slow. But what makes it the right pace? The human race has had a
better shot at a decent and longer life the more it has sped up. The quickened pace of the industrial revolution
created an immeasurably better life for most people than the peasant life before it, or the pre-agricultural life
before that. On the contrary, it creates a diversity of possibilities for everyone to set their own pace. Some may
want to rush around the planet or cyberspace getting money-rich; others may want to lie on the beach all day
or have long meals with their family and friends. They may want to do both at different times. Today the new
venues of wealth are everywhere â€” globalization, outsourcing and "the flat earth" are part of the lingo, but
also, as you suggest, are "nowhere" and out there â€” outer space.
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Since the age of 10, I have been studying metaphysical principles, universal laws and truth after being introduced to the
teachings of the Reverend Doctor Johnnie Colemon.
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Randolph voters passed one of the largest overrides in Massachusetts history: $ million for the schools, $, for the police,
and $, for the fire department.
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